Changes of contrast gain in cat dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus by dopamine receptor agonists.
The modulatory effects of dopamine (DA) on the contrast gain of retino-geniculate transmission were tested with local micro-iontophoretical application of DA and the DA receptor agonists SKF38393 (SKF, D1/D5) and quinpirole (QUIN, D2/D3/D4) while recording visually induced spike activity of relay cells of the dorsal aspect of cat lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) in the anesthetised and paralyzed preparation. DA and QUIN could either facilitate or inhibit visual activity in a dose-dependent fashion: small amounts caused a facilitation while larger quantities resulted in a more (DA) or less (QUIN) strong inhibition. The effect of SKF was almost always suppressive and increased with the amount of drug applied. The absolute change in activity was depending on stimulus contrast and the strength of the elicited response: facilitation and inhibition of activity was proportional to stimulus contrast and response strength and thus resulted in a changed contrast gain. The results indicate that the visual deficits found in Parkinson's disease patients my be not solely related to retinal dysfunctions.